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How to Revise the Subject of Final - SCM&PE
Dear Student Friends,
It is a very common question asked by the students, before their examination.
Hence, I thought of writing this article for you. It will guide you to do the revision.
1. The students of my live batch are provided with a restricted cloud version. Please use it
for the purpose of revision.
2. The students who purchased my pen drive or cloud version are provided with extra 80%
view, which can be used for revision of the subject. If the validity of your product has
expired, then you may opt for 'Key Renewal' option from our website, at a nominal price.
3. Those who prefer to do self study for revision, can read the theory of each chapter
carefully from their Regular Batch Notes. Then solve the selected questions or Star
questions independently from their Regular Batch notes itself.
4. You may download the ICAI past exam papers from the ICAI website, solve them on
your own and then check it with the ICAI answers. You will find the answers developed
by CA Rakesh Agrawal also on his website under the tab "Students Corner".
5. There are Home Work Questions with answers given at every chapter in your classroom
notes. You may solve it as a practice and then check it with the answers provided.
6. A student may download the latest RTP from ICAI website and solve it.
7. On ICAI website, under the Tab "Students" go to BOS knowledge portal and go the
subject of SCM&PE. You will find a "Quick Revision Capsule" prepared by ICAI. You
may download and use the same.
8. A student can also visit our You Tube Channel for latest updates (if any).
9. We have designed a product called "SCM&PE - Quick Revision Batch". It is available for
sale on our website : www.CaRakeshAgrawal.in
10. You may yourself prepare the brief 'Summary Notes' at the time of your first time study.
These will be useful to you for revision purpose.

Best of Luck !
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